For Immediate Release
Vinod Cookware announces ‘3pcs Combo’ to its outstanding Zest Superb+ Ceramiccookware range
for Rs. 2690/-

PFOA free – Abrasion resistant for daily use – Residue free Cooking

Vinod Cookware, one of the leading Kitchenware brands in India, introduces its latest ‘3 Pcs cookware
combo set’, an extension to its durable, High quality, Zest Superb+ceramic cookware range. Fashioned
with sophisticated design and stylish features which not only offers a superior cooking experience, but
also looks great in the modern-day kitchens.

Specially packed in 3pcs Combo pack - DosaTawa, Kadai
with Lid& Fry Pan, this elegant combo isCrafted with extra
thick aluminum (3.00 mm) and long lasting ceramic coat,
which is not only essential for even cooking but also fastens
your cooking experience.
Ideal for avid chefs, the Cookware combo is manufactured to
handle the rigors of high heat cooking, the Combo has an
extra thick layer of aluminum to produce the perfect
combination of quick and consistent heat conductivity that
result in faster cooking whilst consuming less gas. Its also
backed with heat resistant silicone handle being metal spoon
friendly&Tempered glass lid with steam release vents that
allows the cookware to breathe with higher visibility even
when stored with lid intact. Adding further, it requires less oil,
wear and abrasion resistant, designed to survive your daily grind.

Key Features
∑

PFOA free

∑

Abrasion resistant for daily use

∑

Residue free Cooking

∑

Heat resistant silicone handle

∑

Friendly&Tempered glass lid

∑

Available in Black & Blue and
red

∑

Priced at Rs. 2690/-

Taking care of your taste buds, the new combo is PFOA Free i.e. it does not release any toxic fumes while
cooking at high temperatures. Also it allows residue free cooking that ensures the oil used does not settle
or form a layer on the cookware despite repeated use.
Commenting on the extension, Mr. Sunil Agarwal, Director – Vinod Cookware says, “The latest at
Vinod, makes cooking a hassle-free and delightful experience. Not only are they stylish, adding extra zing
to your kitchens, but also makes for a brilliant housewarming or wedding gift too”
Built with 12 Months warranty and sturdy construction, the 3pcs Combo brings the perfect balance to
your dynamic lives. The product in the shades of Black & Blue and red, is available with leading retail
and etail stores across India.

About Vinod Cookware:
Established in 1986 – Vinod Cookware is the pioneer of ‘Sandwich bottom’ in the cookware industry.
With more than 400 products across seven categories Vinod Cookware’s Pressure Cooker is the firms
biggest success story.
The product range has expanded into state-of-the-art cooking technologies such as non-stick cookware,
hard anodised cookware and more.Crafted with a complete understanding of the Indian kitchen and using
premium
quality stainless steel, Vinod’s products are an instant connect with home-makers of all ages. Besides, the
company’s insistence on research and development gets for its products the edge of convenience and
durability. The trust earned from the customers has also got the company many awards, one of the prized
titles also being the ‘Best Expo House’
Website: www.vinodcookware.com

